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design culture is entrenched in 
patriarchal structures  
of privilege and oppression.
traditional design methodologies 
fail us in designing for 
marginalized communities.
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methodology
epistemology
a theory about knowledge, 
about who can know what and 
under what circumstances 
knowledge can be developed
method
a technique for gathering 
and analyzing information
methodology
researcher's choices of how to use 
methods, founded on either explicit or, more 
often, unexamined assumptions about 
what knowledge is and how knowing is best 
accomplished.
methodology is the terrain where 
philosophy and action meet.
feminism is a conceptual framework for 
examining and dismantling oppressive 
systems and social power structures in 
order to achieve equity for marginalized 
communities.
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feminist design is a methodology for 
designing interventions that subvert the 
dominant culture or narrative and center the 
experiences of marginalized groups, while 
aiming to dismantle systemic oppression of 
those groups. 
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feminist systems subvert the status quo 
and reverse oppression by targeting individual 
experiences of discrimination and redistributing 
power to achieve equitable outcomes. 
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EQUALITY
everyone gets the same resources
EQUITY
everyone gets the same opportunities
LIBERATION
the systemic barrier is removed
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PAR E NTAL LEAVE
ACTIVITY G ROU P 
systems, but make it feminist.
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ACTIVITY G ROU P
what would the following systems look like  
if they were feminist?
H EALTHCAR E
H IG H E R E DUCATION
TH E I NTE R N ET
PU B LIC SCHOOLS
SOCIAL SECU R ITY
CR E DIT R E PORTS/SCOR ES
I NSU RANCE
SOCIAL M E DIA
TAXES
E LECTIONS/VOTI NG
“ No one way works. It will take all of 
us shoving at the thing from all sides 
to take it down.”
— DIANE DI PRIMA 
REVOLUTIONARY LETTERS, 1971
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